
*WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Small Parts. Not for children under 3 years. 
 

New!  Mammoth Fidget Fiddle Set™
Gargantuan collection of the BEST FIDDLES, FIDGETS, AND STRESS TOYS we offer! 
This monstrous set features 88 total calming, alerting, visual, and silent fidget tools: tons
of fidget favorites users can stretch, squeeze, knead, bend, twist, squash, toss, and just
gaze at. There’s something for every fidgeting need and like! The ULTIMATE FIDGET SET
for break rooms, team meetings, classrooms, clinics, reunions, entire departments, waiting 
rooms... enough fidget tools and toys for everyone on your staff plus the guy down the hall! 

#SS7686–Mammoth Fidget Fiddle Set.... 189.99  (contents may vary, ages 5+)

New!  Fine Motor Fun Kit™#2 (exclusive new finger tools kit)
Exclusive kit with new Therapy Shoppe finger tools: a set of 200 Connecting Links, Animal 
Measuring Tape, Finger Crank Fan, Chunky Chalk Holder, Jumbo Clip, 3-pc Chunky Brick
Building Fidgets, 1 Therapy Tong, Super Marbles Boinks, and a Sequin Fidget Sticker. 4+.

#FM9548–Fine Motor Fun Tool Kit #2.... 19.99  (substitutions sometimes necessary)
.

New!  Solid Wood Lazy 8’s Tracing Board
Heirloom-quality Lazy 8 tracing board of solid maple w/ an all-natural wood finish. Includes 
a set of small wooden balls and a wood tracing stylus. Trace the 8 with your finger, stylus, 
(with or without the balls) – or hold and tilt the board to roll the marbles thru the Lazy 8. 

#HW7852–Solid Wood Lazy 8’s Tracing Board...... 39.99  (board measures 7”x14”, 5+)

New!  Double-Sided Shapes & Patterns Tracing Board
Premium 7”x14” double-sided tracing board of solid maple wood that features 4 rows of 
pre-writing skill patterns on one side and 8 basic geometric shapes on the other. Includes 
a set of wooden ball manipulatives and a wood tracing stylus. This museum-quality tracing 
board will be a treasured addition to any classroom, clinic, OT toolbox, or playroom. 

#HW7853–Shapes and Patterns Tracing Board.... 49.99  (for ages 3+)

New!  Premium Classroom Therapy Pegs Activity Set

Exceptional set targets fine and visual motor skills. Includes: 600 mini pegs in 6 vibrant
colors, 4 transparent pegboards, and 16 two-sided, plastic-coated activity cards. Create 
unique designs or replicate the pattern cards that fit under the clear pegboards. Awesome!

#FM9554–Premium Therapy Pegs Activity Set..... 39.99  (lots of therapeutic possibilities!)

New!  Fox in the Box Visual Perceptual Play Set
Awesome multisensory set teaches crucial positional, directionality, and spatial awareness 
concepts like over, under, below, in front of, much more. This 65-pc set includes 4 jumbo 
objects, 20 sturdy picture cards, 40 two-sided activity cards, and a 2-sided spinner. This is 
one of those invaluable teaching play sets for therapy, early childhood classes, or home.

#FM9553–Fox in the Box Play Set.......................... 29.99  (for preschoolers-up)

New!  Helping Your Child With Extreme Picky Eating
Empowering resource provides guidance, a template, & tools for helping children who have
feeding and mealtime challenges. Based on research and a compassionate understanding
of children, this invaluable guide offers a plethora of practical strategies and suggestions 
that help parents/therapists understand and address “picky” children’s eating struggles. 

#RR7407–Helping Your Child With Extreme Picky Eating.... 17.99  (220 pages)

Visit us on Pinterest for tons of fun activity ideas and innovative products! 
*WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Small Parts. Not for children under 3 years. 
 

New!  Soft & Furry Handheld Animal Massagers
Kids love these 5” pressure-activated, delightfully furry massagers that provide soothing 
tactile input. Each requires 2 “AA” batteries (not included) and supervision. 3 fun choices!

#SS7650–Lil Jellyfish... 11.99    #SS7651–Lil Turtle... 11.99    #SS7652–Lil Cow... 11.99 

New!  Tiki Chewy Pencil Toppers
Chunky 2” chewy pencil toppers with raised facial features on the front and tiny sensory 
bumpies on the back. Adds a nice touch of weight to writing tools. Ideal for teens-adults.

#OM8557–Tiki Topper.... 3.99    #OM8558–3-pk for 11.89    #OM8559–12-pk for 46.99
 

New!  XX Chewable Tubes Necklaces
The most durable chewy necklace there is for aggressive chewers (who chew thru others). 
XX strong 9/16” diam. chewy tube on a black breakaway necklace. BPA-, PVC-, latex-free. 

#OM8560–XX Clear Necklace...... 11.99     #OM8562–XX Black Necklace............. 11.99 
#OM8561–XX Blue Necklace........ 11.99     #OM8563–6-pk Tubes Assortment for 71.29 

#OM8575–Tubes & Topperz Cleaning Brush.... 3.99  
 

New!  Organic Fabric Chewy Cuffs and Necklaces
Made of thick and absorbent certified organic fabrics, these calming chewy tools are for 
children who chew, suck, and bite their sleeves, shirts, or hoodie strings. Very soothing 
and comforting sensory tools for oral sensory seekers and anxious kids who chew to calm 
themselves. Helps protect clothing from getting drenched or damaged. Chewy cuffs come 
in pairs; the necklaces have a velcro closure. In an undyed, all-natural fabric. Safe organic 
colors are coming soon. For mild-moderate chewers, 4+. Use with adult supervision. 

#OM8579–Pair Fabric Cuffs for Kids........ 9.99   #OM8581–Kids Fabric Necklace.... 9.99  
#OM8580–Pair Cuffs for Teens-Adults... 10.99   #OM8582–Teen-Adult Necklace... 10.99     

New!  Tactile Brick Chew Necklaces
Delightfully tactile 2-1/2” brick chewy necklace with tiny sensory bumps on one side and 
raised squares on the other. On a black safety necklace. 3 brilliant colors. For ages 5+. 

#OM8564–Blue.... 9.99   #OM8565–Orange.... 9.99   #OM8566–Brilliant Yellow.... 9.99

New!  Ridged Chewy Cuff Bracelets for Teens & Adults
Very sleek and subtle 1-1/4” wide cuff-style chewy bracelets that are phthalate- and latex-
free. Have wonderful wavy ridges that are great for fidgeting. For mild-moderate chewing.

#OM8567–Berry Cuff.. 10.99   #OM8568–Orange.. 10.99   #OM8569–Lime Yellow.. 10.99

New!  Chewy Trapezium Necklaces
Trapezium-shaped chewy with 3 unique chewy surfaces in one necklace:  square, curved, 
and a raised pyramid in the center. A chic-looking chewy on a silky black safety cord.

#OM8570–Snowy White Trapezium...... 12.89     #OM8572–Creamy Yellow..... 12.89   
#OM8571–Imperial Blue Trapezium...... 12.89     (for light-moderate chewers, ages 3+)

New!  Spin Cube Fidget Spinner
Cool fidget spinner helps build finger skills as you twirl, roll, and spin away! Ages 6-adults.

#SS7648–Spin Cube Fidget Spinner..... 3.99

Shop with us 24 hours a day!    www.TherapyShoppe.com   1-800-261-5590

*WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Small Parts. Not for children under 3 years. 
 

New!  Howie Hedge Hog Weighted Sequin Pet 
Furry soft 8” Howie has 100’s of sequins that provide endless hours of heavenly fidgeting 
fun! The perfect pet for home, classrooms, or office... no walks or litter box required. 5-up.

#SS7649–Howie Weighted Sequin Pet.... 24.99  (weighs about 2 pounds, spot clean) 

New!  Tranquil Turvy Bubbling Aquarium
Mini desktop aquarium swarming with tiny colorful fish, frogs, octopus, starfish, and more. 

#SS7653–Tranquil Turvy Aquarium.......... 5.99  (for gentle use, ages 5-101) 

New!  Soothing Starry Night Sand Window
Soothing sand window with a mesmerizing moon, twinkling stars and sparkling blue sand– 
for creating your own eclipses, galactial storms, or celestial full moon rises. 5-1/2” circular 
sand window with a mirror on the back and a separate, free-standing base.  

#SS7654–Soothing Starry Night Sand Window... 19.99  (for kids, teens, adults, ages 10+) 

New!  UFO Finger Exerciser Fidget
Really neat UFO-shaped fidget finger exerciser with 8 built-in finger holes. Of a very tactile 
and thick stretchy material. An engaging latex-free therapy tool for kids–adults, ages 3-up. 

#SS7680–UFO Finger Exerciser..... 10.99    #SS7681–UFO 6-pk for 59.99  

New!  Pullers Pickers Tug It Fidget™
Phenomenal 2” rubbery fidgets with gobs of jiggily soft sensory spikes you can gently 
stretch and tug right out – just toss ‘em in the trash after pulling all the spikes out. These 
unique fidgets provide that “tugging” / “pop” sensation many hair pullers and skin pickers 
seek. You can snuggle your fingers in them, too. Ages 5+; adult supervision is required. 

#SS7689–Pullers Pickers Tug It Fidgets™ 6-pk for 3.99    #SS7690–24-pk for 14.99

New!  Silly Sammy Yarn Fiddle Ball
Charming 2-1/2” fidget pal totally covered in heaps of cushy soft, fluffy yarn strands.

#SS7682–Silly Sammy Yarn Fiddle Ball... 3.49   (in assorted bright solids)

New!  Spinning Swingo Fiddle
Your own little finger spinning class! Rad 2-handed fiddle w/ 3 conjoined rings that you can
twirl and spin forwards, backwards, sideways, vertically, upside down... even bike-riding 
style. Twirl 1, 2, or all 3 rings together; there’s oodles of cool ways to spin! Ages 5 to 105.

#SS7683–Spinning Swingo Fiddle........... 5.79 

New!  Carrie Cherry Fidget Cow
The newest member of our Soft ‘n Fuzzy Fidget Family–totally lovable 4” gray spotted cow.

#SS7684–Carrie Cherry Cow................... 4.99  (of eco-friendly material that contains latex)

New!  Mini Twirling Double Loops
Mini 2” version of our popular Double Loops that is great for one-handed fidget acrobatics!

#SS7685–Mini Twirling Double Loops..... 3.79

Copyright © 2018 Therapy Shoppe® Incorporated.  All rights reserved.  Product descriptions in this flier are 
the sole property of Therapy Shoppe®, Inc. and may not be copied or reproduced without written permission.
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https://therapyshoppe.com/specials/P4001-fidget-fiddle-set-kit-tool-toy-silent-classroom-alerting-calming-foot-fidgeter-fidgeting
https://therapyshoppe.com/specials/P4002-fine-motor-skills-fun-kit-fiddle-figit-fidget-tools-toys-for-special-needs-kids-teens
https://therapyshoppe.com/specials/P3990-therapyshoppe-lazy-8s-tracing-board-crossing-midline-bilateral-integration-skills
https://therapyshoppe.com/specials/P3990-therapyshoppe-lazy-8s-tracing-board-crossing-midline-bilateral-integration-skills
https://therapyshoppe.com/specials/P3991-therapyshoppe-wood-tracing-board-pre-writing-skill-activity-development-tool
https://therapyshoppe.com/specials/P4003-peg-board-activity-play-set-therapy-classroom-fine-motor-fun-tool-toy-products
https://therapyshoppe.com/specials/P4004-therapy-special-needs-visual-perceptual-toy-game-tool-special-needs-kids-autism
https://therapyshoppe.com/specials/P4005-picky-eating-sensory-oral-defensiveness-special-needs-feeding-eating-challenges
https://www.pinterest.com/therapyshoppe/?sender=414472109364875390&invite_code=7e652608a3424d4e9939d9fc2d19590b
https://therapyshoppe.com/specials/P4006-furry-animal-massager-gel-pack-special-needs-sensory-seeker-tool-toy-fidget-fiddle
https://therapyshoppe.com/specials/P4007-chewy-pencil-toppers-chew-tool-toys-fiddle-figit-silent-fidget-tool-toy-tubes
https://therapyshoppe.com/specials/P4008-chewable-tubes-necklace-chewie-chewy-tube-jewelry-chewelry-fidget-autism-chews
https://therapyshoppe.com/specials/P4084-organic-chewy-cuff-wristband-fidget-jewelry-necklace-bracelet-chewelry-oral-motor
https://therapyshoppe.com/specials/P4009-chewy-chew-necklace-jewelry-chewelry-fiddle-fidget-tool-toy-special-needs-kids
https://therapyshoppe.com/specials/P4089-chew-chewable-chewy-jewelry-bracelet-necklace-chewelry-teens-oral-motor-sensory
https://therapyshoppe.com/specials/P4011-chewy-jewelry-tubes-necklace-bracelet-chewelry-oral-sensory-autism-chew-tool-toy
https://therapyshoppe.com/specials/P3935-spin-cube-fidget-spinner-tool-toy-stress-anxiety-relief-desk-toy-figit-figet
https://therapyshoppe.com/specials/P3992-therapy-shoppe-weighted-animal-pet-calming-sensory-toy-tool-product-autism
https://therapyshoppe.com/specials/P3993-calming-focus-sensory-tool-toy-chewy-fidget-figit-special-needs-toy-tool-product
https://therapyshoppe.com/specials/P3994-soothing-sand-window-fiddle-figit-fidget-tool-toy-product-calming-focus-kids
https://therapyshoppe.com/specials/P3995-monkey-ufo-fidget-exerciser-special-needs-therapy-sensory-toys-tools-products
https://therapyshoppe.com/specials/P3996-pullers-pickers-fidget-ball-tool-toy-dermatillomania-trichotillomani-nail-biter
https://therapyshoppe.com/specials/P3997-fiddle-fidget-hair-pullers-skin-pickers-special-needs-sensory-tool-toy-ball-product
https://therapyshoppe.com/specials/P3998-sensory-fiddle-fidget-tool-toy-silent-calming-alerting-chewy-fidgeter-fidgeting-figit
https://therapyshoppe.com/specials/P3999-squeeze-stress-ball-tactile-sensory-fidget-figit-figet-tool-toy-product
https://therapyshoppe.com/specials/P4000-therapy-calming-focus-quiet-alerting-chewy-fidget-fiddle-figit-tool-toy-product


*WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Small Parts. Not for children under 3 years. 
 

New!   Super Boinks Marble Fidget
New jumbo 4-1/2” size for skin pickers, nail biters, hair pullers, and other tactile seekers!

#SS7671–Super Boinks Marble Fidget... 2.99   #SS7672–Super Boinks 10-pk for 28.99

New!  Fuzzi Flocked Tangle Toy
Tangle Toy with a rainbow of colored segments and a velvety soft, fuzzi flocked skin. 

#SS7659–Fuzzi Flocked Tangle Toy...... 4.99    

New!  Perfect Size Spiky Sensory Ring
4” Sensory rings covered in soft sensory spikes are the perfect size for twirling, twisting, 
tossing, balancing, or as a fidget bracelet! Versatile and durable. In flashy solid colors. 3+. 

#SS7660–Perfect Size Spiky Ring......... 2.99   #SS7661–Perfect Rings 12-pk for 34.99 

New!  Gel Bead Fidget Gator
Lovable little 3” alligator with darling eyes and a bumpy hide filled with roly poly gel beads. 
A fun textured sensory pet for desks, home, car rides. For gentle fidgeting. Ages 5+.

#SS7658–Gel Bead Fidget Gator........... 2.99 

New!  Roly Poly Ooodles Fidget Ball
Exceptionally touchy feely sensory fidget ball with oodles of colorful marble-sized balls in 
a translucent rubbery skin. Fiddlin’ fingers will be very happy! For ages 5-adults.

#SS7673–Roly Poly Ooodles Ball.......... 3.99    #SS7674–Oodles 6-pk for 22.99

New!  Mini-O Finger Figit™
Skin pickers, nail biters, and nervous fidgeters LOVE these calming, chunky smooth 1-1/2” 
fidget donuts made of PVC- and latex-free food-grade silicone. Words can’t express how 
amazing these feel for sliding up, down, and around your fingers. For children-adults, 8+. 

#SS7691–Mini-O Figits 2-pk for 2.99    #SS7692–Mini-O Figits 15-pk for 19.99       

New!  Clear Floating Fidget Sphere
2” crystal clear sphere with colorful balls that silently float and swirl. This calming fidget 
ball is candy for your eyes! Fun to toss, twirl, roll in your hands, and just gaze at. Ages 3+. 

#SS7662–Floating Fidget Sphere.... 4.99    

New!  Sequin Fidget Stickers
One of our hottest new silent fidget tools! Irresisitible sequin stickers you can adhere under 
desks/tables/chairs or on notebooks, etc. Run your fingers across them to flip the sequins. 
Subtle and silent; perfect for classrooms, home, the office. 2 stickers per pack. SWEEET!

#SS7669–Sequin Stickers 2-pk for 4.99  (peel-back stickers measure 3-1/2 x 2-1/4”)

New!  Therapy Gear Fiddle Tool
Neat pocket-sized, gear-shaped fidget keeps fingers in constant motion. This dexterity-
building, silent fidget tool offers endless fun therapy possibilities for many user levels!

#SS7687–Therapy Gear Fiddle.... 2.99   #SS7688–Therapy Gear 12-pk for 34.99    

New!  Wavy Mini Light Ball
Electrifying texturey fidget ball has 2 LED lights that shine brightly when you wiggle, toss,
bounce, or roll it. Very cool wavy-patterned 2” stress ball in pretty translucent colors. 

#SS7657–Wavy Mini Light Ball..... 4.99  (with long-lasting, non-replaceable LED’s) 

New!  Infinite Fiddle Fidget Cube
Colorful 2-handed fidget with 8 cubes that you can fold, flip, and turn in tons of surprising 
ways. If you like Rubik’s Cubes or Whatza Fidgets, you’ll enjoy this engaging stress buster! 

#SS7656–Infinite Fiddle Fidget Cube.... 3.99   (for ages 4-adults)

New!  Colored Wire Fidget Rings
Super popular fidget tool for teens and adults! Roll ‘em up & down your fingers or gently 
stretch ‘em (and they return to their original shape). Ideal for nail biters & skin pickers. 5+. 

#SS7665–Colored Wire Fidget Ring...... 2.49   #SS7666–Rings 12-pk for 24.99

New!  Sequin Fidget Bracelets
Shimmery sequin slap bracelets with soft fleece on the inside. Helps bodies relax and 
minds stay more focused as fingers run across and flip irresistibly touchy feeley sequins!

#SS7668–Sequin Fidget Bracelet.......... 3.99  (in pretty random colors, for ages 4+)

New!  Sparkling Rainbow Fidget Putty
Shimmering, glittery putty is jiggily, wiggily, thick, and rubbery–but not gooey or sticky. This 
neat fidget putty is gorgeous to look at and heavenly to fiddle with. Enough for 2 fidgeters.  

#SS7663–Rainbow Fidget Putty............. 3.49  (for ages 3+)

New!  Magic Snap and Push Puzzle Ball
Neat ball looks/functions much like our Orbo Ball but doesn’t take as much finger strength. 

#SS7664–Magic Snap Puzzle Ball......... 7.99   (for kids, teens, adults, 4+)

New!  Puffy Fluffy Critter Fiddle Ball
Super tactile 3” fiddle animals with puffy soft, spiky rubbery fur that love being squeezed!

#SS7667–Puffy Fluffy Critter Fiddles..... 2.49  (recommended for ages 4+)

New!  Mop Top Squishy Stress Ball
2” smiley squeeze ball w/ a headful of fluffy yarn hair that you can clean your screens with! 

#SS7676–Mop Top Stress Ball............... 3.99  (ideal silent fidget for school or the office)

New!  Flashing Satellite Ball
Uncommonly cool rubbery fidget with clusters of colorful raised sensory knobs & dots. 4+.

#SS7677–Flashing Satellite Ball............. 2.99  (lights up and flashes when you bounce it)

New!  Gidget Widget Fidget Cube
6-sided fidget tool with 6 fun functions: spin, roll, glide, toggle, flip, and click for fidgeting all 
your stress away! Nice for short alerting or calming “brain breaks.” For ages 3-adults.

#SS7647–Gidget Widget Fidget... 4.99  (check out our Spin Cube Fidget Spinner, too)!

New!  Chunky Brick Squeezers
3-in-1 finger exerciser / silent fidget tool / building toy in one! Chunky thick 3” Lego-look 
squeezers offer unique tactile input and a nice finger workout. 4 colorful bricks per set. 

#SS7679–Chunky Brick Squeezers 4-pk for 4.99  

** Exclusive New Therapy Shoppe Weighted Belts are coming soon! **

*WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Small Parts. Not for children under 3 years. 

New!  Hedge Hog Fine Motor Play Set 
Friendly little hedge hog lost his quills and needs children’s help putting them back in. Cute 
skill-building play set is terrific for working on fine motor, counting, eye-hand coordination, 
and color/number recognition skills. Set includes 12 big ‘n chunky quills in 4 bright colors.  

#FM9541–Spiky Hedge Hog Play Set.... 14.99  (fun for preschoolers, ages 4+)

New!  What Should I Wear Dress-Up Book
Adorable cloth dress-up book with 7 vibrantly colored lift-the-flap or slide-the-doll into out-
fits and activities. Dress Molly Dolly for the beach, a snowy day, dance recital, more. 

#FM9542–What Should I Wear Book..... 11.99  (machine washable)

New!  Hotcake Pile Up (award winning fine motor game!)
Stack ‘em, serve’ em, or balance on your head for relay races. Fun play set with 10 hot 
cakes and assorted toppings, 10 picture “order” cards to match as you stack, 2 spatulas, 
and 2 plates. Kids have loads of fun as they build their visual motor and eye-hand skills. 

#FM9543–Hotcake Pile Up Game.......... 19.99  (for ages 4+) 

New!  Colorful Connecting Fidget Links
The sky’s the limit with this 200-pc set of colorful 1/2” connecting chain links. Kids adore 
making jewelry, fidget chains, animals, and their own designs with these. For ages 4+. 

#FM9545–Colorful Fidget Links........ 2.49    #FM9546–10 sets for 23.99

New!  Therapy Tongs Trio
Sturdy therapy tongs with wide ribbed tips in 3 colors and sizes that snap together for easy 
storage. 3-pc. set offers a wide variety of fine motor and pre-scissor skill practice options. 

#FM9544–Therapy Tongs Trio........... 5.99  (includes 6”, 8”, and 10” tongs)

New!  Glowing Bendy Wax Stixx
Colorful, glow-in-the-dark wax stixx you can stick together, pull apart, and start again! 20, 
6” bendy stixx in 4 colors. An infinitely reusable fine motor manipulative or toy. Ages 3+.

#FM9551–Glowing Wax Stixx............ 2.49    #FM9552–10-packages for 23.99

New!  Animal Measuring Tape and Hand-Crank Fan
Handy self-winding measuring tapes in random cute animal designs. Or colorful 5” fans w/ 
soft plastic blades that really work! Both are great for building bilateral and fine motor skills. 

#FM9549–Measuring Tape... 2.29    #FM9550–10-pk for 21.99   #FM9555–Fan... 2.99

New!  Redispace or Dual Ruled Composition Notebooks
Your favorite Redispace paper in a new 9-3/4”x7-1/2” composition notebook format; 48 
two-sided sheets of Redispace that’s nice for challenges that make it difficult to stay on/
between the lines. Dual Rule Notebooks have graph squares on the left pages and ruled 
lines on the right; 100 two-sided sheets in 3 colors. Take notes on the right and write math 
problems or science formulas in the left-side squares (or just doodle in ‘em to help focus)!  

#HW7854–Redispace Composition Book... 5.49    #HW7867–Dual Ruled Blue....... 3.99   
#HW7866–Dual Ruled White Sheets............3.99    #HW7868–Dual Ruled Green... 3.99    

New!  Extra Thick Scented Massager Pencil Grips
Extra thick scented massager grips in bright colors and pleasing scents. A wonderful multi-
sensory pencil grip/topper and calming silent classroom fidget for tactile sensory seekers.

#HW7856–Extra Thick Scented Grip.... .59   #HW7857–X-Thick 50-pk for 27.99

New!  Non-Slip Writing Mat
No-slip writing mat that stabilizes writing or drawing paper for you; no more creases & rips! 
This versatile mat works well on desks, tables, slantboards or can be adhered to the wall
for an instant vertical writing surface. Just slip the paper under the magnetic frame and go.  

#HW7855–Non-Slip Writing Mat............ 19.99  (big time and money saver for teachers!)

New!  Deluxe Fine Motor Skills Sorting Box
All-inclusive activity set provides a nice array of horizontal and vertical activities that teach
children to sort shapes, colors, and sizes while facilitating fine motor, grasping, counting, 
and problem-solving skills. Set includes a deluxe 4” x 8” wooden sorting box, 5 wooden 
coins, and 8 other colorful manipulatives that store neatly in the box. You’ll get years of use 
with this sturdy “go-to” educational play set that makes learning fun and easy. Ages 3+.

#FM9547–Deluxe Fine Motor Skills Sorting Box.... 27.99  

New!  Water Wow Coloring Boards
Endlessly reusable water drawing boards! Color the scene with the chubby water pen, let 
it dry, then begin again. Sets includes a water pen & 4 coloring pages in a flip-top format. 

#HW7860–Water Wow Animals...... 5.29     #HW7862–Water Wow Vehicles..... 5.29  
#HW7861–Water Wow Sea Life...... 5.29     #HW7863–Water Wow 6-pack for 29.99

New!  Playfoam Alphabet Letters or Numbers/Shapes Activity Sets
Awesome multisensory play sets where kids shape uppercase letters, numbers, & shapes 
with squishy squashy Playfoam! The learning never ends with these reusable sets that 
include 8 bricks of dazzling Playfoam and 13 jumbo two-sided activity cards as templates. 

#FM9539–Playfoam Alphabet Set... 12.99    #FM9540–Numbers/Shapes Set... 12.99

New!  Boogie Board Scribble ‘n Play Writing Tablet
Sensational eWriter designed for drawing, writing practice, & just goofing around! Features
a super cool color screen and 4 deluxe stylus tools with assorted tips, nubs, and knobs to
create a wide variety of textures. The 4 styluses snap right onto the board so they don’t get 
lost; erase with the touch of a button. Lightweight, portable, and very eco-friendly too; no
clean up, charging cords, or connecting is ever required. Includes a pre-installed battery. 

#HW7850–Scribble ‘n Play Writing Tablet.......... 34.99  (for ages 4 to adults)

New!  Boogie Board Play ‘n Trace Writer
Enjoy endless hours of doodling, tracing, drawing, and writing practice fun with this neat e-
writer drawing board that doesn’t require or ever waste paper. Features a big oval-shaped 
color screen and pencil-like stylus with a pointed tip on one end and a beveled tip on the 
other. Just place the colored screen over what you want to trace and draw away; Play ‘n 
Trace is excellent for practicing letters, doing math problems, or free-play drawing– just 
press the button on the top to clear the screen and start anew. Awesome for classrooms, 
therapy, home, and travel; you can doodle & trace anytime, anywhere. Includes batteries. 

#HW7851–Boogie Board Play ‘n Trace Writer.... 34.99  (for ages 3+)  

New!  No Mess Chunky Chalk Holders
Chubby chalk holders with ribbed handles that are ideal for kids with tactile defensiveness 
who don’t like getting their hands dirty. Each includes a jumbo pc. of chunky colored chalk. 

#HW7864–Single Chalk Holder.... 1.99    #HW7865–Chalk Holder 4-pk for 5.29  

Great prices!  Superb service!   Fast shipping!  Fabulous weekly sales!        Therapy Shoppe® Inc.       www.TherapyShoppe.com       1-800-261-5590
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